A potential therapeutic strategy for patients who respond (or have stable disease) on a fixed-duration induction therapy is to receive maintenance therapy, typically given for a prolonged period of time. To enable patients and clinicians to make informed treatment decisions, the designs of phase III randomized clinical trials (RCTs) assessing maintenance strategies need to be such that their results will provide clear assessment of the relevant risks and benefits of these strategies. We review the key aspects of maintenance RCT designs. Important design considerations include choice of first-line and second-line therapies, minimizing between-arm differences in follow-up schedules, and choice of the primary endpoint. In order to change clinical practice, RCTs should be designed to accurately isolate and quantify the clinical benefit of maintenance as compared with the standard approach of fixed-duration induction followed by the second-line treatment at progression. To accomplish this, RCTs need to utilize an overall survival (or quality of life) endpoint or, in settings where this is not feasible, endpoints that incorporate the effects of the subsequent line of therapy (eg, time from randomization to second progression or death). Toxicity and symptom information over both the study treatment (maintenance) and the second-line treatment should also be collected and reported.
Maintenance therapies are based on introducing additional treatment (typically lasting until progression) for patients who have a response or stable disease (SD) after (a fixed duration of) firstline therapy. These strategies are broadly categorized into: 1) the switch-maintenance approach, where, after a standard first-line therapy, patients are switched to a different agent until progression, and 2) the continuation-maintenance approach, where a component of the first-line is continued past its standard duration until progression (1) . These basic RCT trial designs assessing these maintenance approaches are displayed in Figure 1 , A and B, respectively. These designs isolate the benefit of using a new agent ( Figure 1A ) or continuing administration of a component of the first-line regimen ( Figure 1B ) in responding/SD patients relative to the standard of care. It is also possible to use an induction/ maintenance trial design to evaluate an overall treatment strategy that combines the addition of a new agent to a fixed-duration first-line treatment (induction) as well as continuation of that agent in maintenance ( Figure 1C ). More complex multistage and/or multi-arm designs can also be employed for maintenance evaluation as will be described in the next section.
To provide definitive evidence of the clinical benefit of a maintenance strategy, the following four trial-design issues should be considered: 1) choice of first-line therapy, 2) choice of second-line therapy, 3) potential between-arm differences in follow-up schedules, and 4) choice of primary endpoint. We discuss these in turn in this Commentary.
Choice of First-Line Therapy
In the switch-maintenance or continuation-maintenance designs, the first-line therapy is a standard-of-care first-line therapy ( Figure 1, A and B) . For the induction/maintenance trial design, the new agent is incorporated into the first-line treatment on the experimental arm. Note that unlike the switch-maintenance or continuation-maintenance designs that randomize responding/SD patients after induction, randomization for the induction/maintenance design takes place before the first-line treatment ( Figure 1C ). For example, the ESCAPE trial (2) randomly assigned first-line metastatic non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients between the experimental arm (induction with chemotherapy+sorafenib followed by sorafenib maintenance) vs the control arm (induction chemotherapy+placebo followed by placebo maintenance). Use of the induction/maintenance design should be justified, as it confounds induction and maintenance roles and thus makes it impossible to isolate the degree to which maintenance contributed to any observed benefit (1) . Furthermore, because the design is based on comparing all randomly assigned patients regardless of whether they received maintenance therapy, the ability to detect a maintenance treatment effect is reduced as compared with the other maintenance designs. When one needs to assess the benefits of a new therapy added to induction vs used as maintenance, one possible approach is to use a three-arm trial design that includes experimental arms with and without maintenance ( Figure 2A ). For example, GOG218 (3) evaluated the role of bevacizumab in first-line treatment of advanced ovarian cancer by randomly assigning patients between the experimental arm 1 (induction with chemotherapy+bevacizumab followed by bevacizumab maintenance), experimental arm 2 (induction with chemotherapy+bevacizumab followed by placebo maintenance), and the control arm (induction with chemotherapy+placebo followed by placebo maintenance). An alternative approach that allows one to isolate the induction and maintenance questions is a two-stage randomization design ( Figure 2B ). At the first stage patients are randomly assigned between standard induction plus the new agent and the standard induction alone. After the induction, patients eligible for maintenance (SD or better) are randomly assigned between maintenance with the new agent vs no maintenance (4) (5) (6) . Because the second stage randomization is limited to a subset of study patients, special statistical methods (inverseprobability-of-treatment-weighting [7] ) are required to provide robust unbiased evidence on the induction question. This design is a special (simple) case of SMART designs (8), which can be used for the initial evaluation of adaptive multistage treatment strategies (9) . Note that the two-stage randomization is different from the two-by-two factorial design where both induction and maintenance randomizations are performed concurrently before induction. While these designs are sometimes used (10), they could be inefficient because a substantial proportion of patients may not receive the assigned maintenance therapy, leading to a loss in power of the trial to detect maintenance effects (11) . Note that the three-arm design (Figure 2A ) is essentially a two-by-two design without the standard-induction-followed-by-maintenance arm and thus has the same inefficiency issue. The induction/maintenance design ( Figure 1C ) could be used in a randomized phase II study to screen a new therapy that is expected to provide maximum effect with induction and maintenance administration. A positive signal from the phase II trial would need to be followed by a two-stage randomization ( Figure 2B ) or a three-arm phase III (Figure 2A ) design to delineate the best administration strategy. The (two-arm) induction/ maintenance design ( Figure 1C ) would generally be inappropriate for the definitive phase III evaluation of a new induction/ maintenance therapy, unless there exists a clear biologic rationale that the activity of the experimental agent added to standard induction, if it works at all, requires a prolonged continuous administration.
Choice of Second-Line Therapy
The second-line treatment that the control-arm patients receive at progression should be representative of the current standard of care. Depending on the setting, the standard of care could include the maintenance agent (if it has established benefit in the second-line setting), an approved agent similar to the maintenance agent, a completely different therapy, or best supportive care. If the maintenance agent is a standard second-line treatment, then the design should prespecify its use as the secondline therapy on the control arm, otherwise the trial may be difficult to interpret (12) . For example, SATURN (13) compared maintenance erlotinib to placebo in advanced NSCLC, but only 21% of the control-arm patients received a subsequent-line epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) TKI (72% received some second-line treatment). It is thus impossible to distinguish whether the positive observed treatment effect in that trial is attributable to the maintenance treatment of erlotinib or the fact that less than one-third of the control-arm patients who received second-line therapy received erlotinib or another EGFR TKI (14) . Would the trial still have shown a benefit if all 72% of control-arm patients received standard second-line erlotinib?
When the maintenance agent is not a standard of care second-line agent, the trial design should ideally prespecify the same standard second-line therapy (different from the maintenance agent) to be used at progression for both arms. Prespecification of the same second-line therapy (or the same algorithm for its selection in case of a molecularly guided therapy) will ensure that any treatment differences observed are because of the maintenance treatment and not because of an inadvertent imbalance between the treatment arms in the use of various second-line therapies. (Note that any observed between-arm differences in the second-line therapies actually received in a trial that prespecifies the same second-line therapy reflect the differential effect of the two strategies on the delivery of the subsequent treatment and are appropriately captured by the design.) Furthermore, when studies are conducted in countries with limited access to standard second-line therapies, it is possible that the control-arm patients would not receive second-line therapy equivalent to that given in more resource rich settings. Results from such international studies may not be easily generalizable to countries with broad access to effective standard second-line therapies (15) . Regardless of what is specified in the trial design, the frequency/types of the secondline (and preferably the subsequent lines) therapies should be recorded for each arm.
For trials in which the maintenance agent has no established benefit in the subsequent treatment lines, there is no scientific rationale or clinical necessity for the control-arm patients to cross over to the maintenance agent at progression (even though it is often argued that the presence of crossover may improve the trial accrual). Such a crossover confounds the evaluation of OS and thus undermines assessment of the true clinical impact of the new treatment strategy (16) (17) (18) .
Between-Arm Differences in Follow-up Schedules
Differences in follow-up schedules can lead to a biased assessment of between-arm differences in non-OS endpoints. (This is not an issue in placebo-controlled trials.) Although the concern with differences in follow-up schedule is applicable to (nonplacebo controlled) trials in general (19) (20) (21) , it can be especially problematic in maintenance trials: Patients on the control arm may not be followed as closely as the patients receiving maintenance therapy, resulting in progressions identified later in the control vs maintenance patients. This in turn could also lead to a delay in second-line treatments for control vs maintenance arms. For example, in an NSCLC trial of maintenance docetaxel vs docetaxel at progression (22), 37% of the controlarm patients failed to receive the prespecified second-line docetaxel (often because of symptomatic deterioration before formal progression criteria were met [23] ). This may be in part because of less frequent tumor evaluations on the control arm (23, 24) .
A related methodological issue is that more of the controlarm patients than maintenance-arm patients might start second-line therapy without protocol-defined progression if the control-arm is observation. How to treat the data from these patients in the analysis is problematic; if starting second-line therapy is treated as a progression-free survival (PFS) event, it can make the control-arm event rate appear larger than it really is. On the other hand, censoring these observations is also not statistically valid; the underlying assumption behind censoring is that it tells one nothing about the timing of future progression, an assumption that is unlikely to hold in this case.
Choice of Primary Endpoint
For a maintenance therapy to offer patient benefit, it should improve the patient's overall survival (OS) or his or her quality of life (QOL). In quantifying the QOL impact of a maintenance strategy, in addition to disease-related symptoms, one needs to capture treatment-related toxicity during maintenance and the subsequent lines of therapy (25) . However, the need for repeated prolonged collection of information over multiple time points including subsequent line of therapy (that are often given outside of the current study) complicates QOL assessment and increases confounding by informative (outcome related) drop-out (26) . Furthermore, the multidimensional nature of QOL becomes especially pronounced in the maintenance setting because of the need to balance the burden of treatment and disease-related symptoms over multiple lines of therapy as well as because of the considerable variability in patient's personal tradeoffs between QOL and OS (27) . Therefore, effective QOL assessment may require developing new patient-reported outcome instruments and assessment strategies that would allow reliable quantification of the individual patient overall symptom vs toxicity experience (28) . Because of the challenges in assessing QOL and the feasibility of using OS as the primary endpoint (because of the increasing sample sizes required as the study population prognosis improves), other time-to-event endpoints are frequently considered for maintenance trials.
Progression-Free Survival
Progression-free survival has become increasingly used in RCTs as the primary endpoint. From the regulatory perspective, a general argument for PFS as a trial endpoint is that it allows a new agent that has better PFS than an old agent to receive timely regulatory approval and become available to patients as another treatment option (29) . One could argue that regardless of increased clinical benefit, an agent with better PFS has at least equivalent biologic activity and, most likely, at least equivalent clinical activity. However, in the context of maintenance trials, one is typically not comparing a new maintenance agent to an old one. Instead, one is either: 1) comparing a maintenance agent to observation/placebo or 2) adding a new maintenance agent to the standard maintenance regimen (with the new maintenance agent typically having proven activity in the subsequent lines of therapy). In neither case is one substituting the use of a new agent for a standard agent, but one is instead adding an early/ prolonged administration of an agent to a standard treatment option. Therefore, the argument that the maintenance agent is offering an alternative treatment does not generally apply (18) .
In selecting a primary endpoint for measuring therapeutic effect in Phase III clinical trials, the use of PFS is often motivated by the fact that PFS is not confounded by subsequent lines of therapy (17, 30) . However, unless PFS reflects some tangible aspect of treatment-associated clinical benefit, this argument is not valid: Just because one can assess and find between-treatment-arm differences in an endpoint does not mean it is an appropriate endpoint (17) . We consider two additional potential justifications for using PFS as a measure of therapeutic effect in the context of trials of maintenance therapies.
First, PFS is used as a surrogate for OS. That is, a PFS benefit of maintenance therapy seen in a RCT will reflect an OS benefit. However, increasing availability of effective subsequentline therapies (attenuating any PFS/OS relationship) makes this unlikely in many settings (16) . This is particularly true for maintenance treatments, where the subsequent-line therapy in the control arm is frequently the maintenance agent (making it a comparison of immediate vs a delayed administration strategy) (18) . The fact that a PFS benefit of a particular maintenance therapy might be reflective of an OS benefit for this maintenance therapy if subsequent therapies did not exist is irrelevant in the real world, where such therapies do exist (16) . This suggests that in the absence of evidence that PFS predicts OS benefit in the presence of available second-line therapies, the only convincing way to assess OS benefit is to measure it directly. Another possible reason PFS is sometimes considered a surrogate for OS is that there is confusion of the concepts of PFS as an individuallevel surrogate (ie, an individual's PFS reflects his/her eventual OS) with PFS as a trial-level surrogate (ie, the trial PFS treatment effect reflects the trial OS treatment effect). An intermediate variable can be a good individual-level surrogate but a poor triallevel surrogate (31) ; this may be the case with PFS and OS in some settings (32) .
A second possible justification for using PFS as a trial endpoint is that an improvement in PFS represents an improvement in patient QOL and therefore represents direct patient benefit. However, progression in solid tumors is defined as an increase in radiographic measurement of tumor size above a predetermined threshold that was determined to represent biologic activity rather than clinical benefit (33, 34) , and progression in hematologic malignancies is often determined by a change in laboratory values that would not be generally expected to cause symptoms (18, 35) . Therefore, PFS differences could be driven by radiographic or laboratory changes that may be unnoticeable to the patient and thus do not translate into direct clinical benefit. In view of that, the validity of PFS as a direct measure of QOL depends very much on the disease setting, magnitude of PFS improvement, and toxicity of the maintenance agent. For example, in a setting where progression usually leads to increased disease symptoms, delaying progression may have direct QOL benefits. However, even in this setting, the QOL benefit due to a delayed progression (and the magnitude of the delay) would need to be considered in light of any QOL decrement due to the toxicity of the maintenance agent. For example, Ozols (36) questioned whether a seven-month improvement in median PFS (from 21 to 28 months [37] ) because of maintenance therapy consisting of 12 cycles (vs 3 cycles) of intravenous paclitaxel given every 28 days was offering clinical benefit to ovarian cancer patients in complete remission. Furthermore, in indolent disease settings with effective salvage treatments (eg, first-line myeloma or follicular lymphoma), patients developing symptoms would be expected to quickly achieve a prolonged symptom-free remission when treated with salvage therapy.
Another example of the potential role of PFS as the primary outcome in maintenance trials is given by the debate on the best strategy for use of rituximab in follicular lymphoma: After addition of rituximab to induction chemotherapy was shown to improve OS, rituximab maintenance was evaluated and approved for high-tumor-burden follicular lymphoma, in large part based on the PRIMA study (38) (39) (40) . This study randomly assigned patients in complete or partial response after first-line immunochemotherapy to receive either two years of rituximab maintenance or observation. After a six-year follow-up, the study demonstrated for the maintenance vs observation arm six-year PFS rates of 59.2% vs 42.7% (HR = 0.58, 95% CI = 0.48 to 0.69, P < .0001) and no difference in six-year OS rates (87.4% vs 88.7%, HR = 1.027, P = .885). Considering that the study also demonstrated no difference in QOL between the arms and a modest increase in toxic effects on the maintenance arm, it would appear that the PRIMA results represent evidence against the clinical benefit of rituximab maintenance (41, 42) and, more broadly, evidence that PFS may not accurately measure QOL in indolent-disease maintenance settings.
Regardless of symptom prevention, it has been suggested that maintenance therapy that improves PFS without improvement in OS may provide patient QOL benefit by delaying subsequent more toxic lines of therapy (43) . To properly demonstrate a QOL benefit using this justification, however, maintenance trials should collect and compare the relevant QOL data (toxicity, symptoms, treatment duration), not just over the maintenance treatment but also over the second-line treatment (and, if possible, over the subsequent treatment lines). This is needed to ensure that the delay in second-line therapy is not offset by QOL differences in the subsequent lines of therapy.
Other Time-to-Event Endpoints
There is often a concern that prolonged administration of an agent will lead to resistant relapse that may reduce ability of the patients to benefit from the same or similar agents in the future (44, 45) . Because of this, several alternative endpoints to PFS have been introduced that are designed to assess the overall therapeutic effect of a maintenance (early continuous treatment) strategy vs a delayed (treat at progression) strategy.
Time from randomization to progression on the secondline therapy or death from any cause (PFS2) (Figure 3 ) has been used in myeloma, colorectal, and ovarian cancers and was suggested by the EMA as a possible endpoint (46, 47) . (Note that commentary even though the baseline time is randomization, in establishing the RECIST documentation for the second progression the first scan that documented the first progression is used as the baseline scan.) By incorporating the treatment effect on both first and second lines of therapy, PFS2 provides a better reflection (than PFS) of the total effect of the maintenance treatment on the patient. Consider metastatic colorectal cancer, (mCRC) where, in order to balance disease control and treatment toxicity (eg, oxaliplatin neurotoxicity), complex therapeutic strategies that include "stop-and-go" and maintenance components are evaluated using PFS2 and other especially developed endpoints (48) (49) (50) (51) . For example, the CAIRO3 study (52) evaluated the role of maintenance therapy in mCRC patients with response/ SD after six cycles of induction with bevacizumab, capecitabine, and oxaliplatin (CAPOX-B) by randomly assigning them between two treatment strategies: 1) continuation maintenance with capecitabine/bevacizumab followed at progression by second-line CAPOX-B or 2) observation followed at progression by second-line CAPOX-B (Figure 4 ). (Note, however, that only 47% of the maintenance arm patients and 60% of the observation arm patents actually received the protocol-specified second-line therapy.) The primary endpoint was PFS2, with secondary endpoints being PFS and OS. The study results for the maintenance vs observation arms were as follows: 8.5 vs 4.1 months median PFS (hazard ratio [HR] = 0.43, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.36 to 0.52, P < .0001), 11.7 vs 8.5 months median PFS2 (HR = 0.67, 95% CI = 0.56 to 0.81, P < .0001), and 21.6 vs 18.1 months median OS (HR = 0.89, 95% CI = 0.73 to 1.07, P = .22); slightly worse toxicity and QOL profiles were observed on the maintenance arm. Given the OS, QOL, and toxicity outcomes, the implication of these results for clinical practice depends on individual patient preference for treatment breaks vs a small improvement in survival. In that context, the improvement in PFS2 adds confidence in the observed statistically insignificant 3.5-month OS improvement: PFS2 results demonstrate that the initial PFS improvement is sustained in longer-term disease control.
When it is not feasible to ensure consistent follow-up with regular tumor assessments until the time of second progression, time to second subsequent therapy or death (TSST) (Figure 3) is sometimes used to approximate PFS2 (47) . For example, an RCT comparing maintenance olaparib vs placebo in relapsed ovarian cancer patients with response/SD after induction chemotherapy reported PFS, TSST, and OS in BRCA-mutated subgroup (53): 11.2 vs 4.3 months median PFS (HR = 0.18, 95% CI = 0.10 to 0.31, P < .0001), 23.8 vs 15.2 months median TSST (HR = 0.44, 95% CI = 0.29 to 0.67, P = .00013), and 34.9 vs 31.9 months median OS (HR = 0.73, 95% CI = 0.45 to 1.17, P = .19). As with PFS2, positive results of a TSST analysis support that the observed statistically nonsignificant difference in OS might be real.
When evaluating maintenance with an agent that is routinely used as a salvage therapy, a potential concern is that this maintenance strategy could reduce the number of therapeutic time from randomization to start of second subsequent therapy or death whichever occurs first (for patients who do not receive any subsequent treatment either time of death or time of first progression can be used, both approaches should be reported as sensitivity analyses); 4) TAF = time to approach failure: for the maintenance arm it is time from randomization to disease progression or death and for the control arm it is time from randomization to second progression or death whichever occurs first (for control-arm patients who do not receive any subsequent treatment either time of death or time of first progression can be used, both approaches should be reported as sensitivity analyses). PD = progressive disease.
Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/jnci/article-abstract/107/11/djv225/2457679 by guest on 02 March 2019 salvage options available for the patient. For example, in a setting with three lines of effective therapy (A, B, and C), using B in maintenance after A may leave the maintenance arm patients with only C as an effective salvage option at progression (while the control arm patients would have B and C available). In this case, a clinically relevant comparison of the ability of the two strategies to control the disease could be based on comparing the time to first progression on the maintenance arm and the time to second progression on the control arm. This endpoint, time to approach failure (TAF) (Figure 3) , was described by Rajkumar et al. (18) in the context of comparing an immediate vs a delayed administration strategy in myeloma. In clinical settings where the disease can be controlled with observation and strategic retreatment (at each progression), a comparison of the maintenance and retreatment strategies could be based on comparing the time to first progression on the maintenance arm and the time to the failure to respond to retreatment on the retreatment arm (similarly to the TAF endpoint). For example, in low-burden follicular lymphoma patients responding to induction therapy, the RESORT trial (54) compared a maintenance strategy (a single dose of rituximab every 13 weeks) with a retreatment strategy (observation with no treatment until progression, and then retreatment with four doses of rituximab at each progression). The primary endpoint in this study was time to treatment failure (TTF), with treatment failure defined as no response to rituximab for the retreatment arm and progression for the maintenance arm. The study demonstrated no difference in TTF (three-year failure-free rates 64% and 61%, P = .33 for the maintenance and retreatment arms, respectively) and no difference in QOL. However, there was a considerable difference in PFS (3-year remission rates of 78% and 50% for maintenance and retreatment arms). In this setting, the TTF endpoint allowed one to quantify the lack of clinical benefit from the maintenance strategy; the study concluded that the retreatment strategy is preferable to maintenance (35) .
For evaluating individual patient benefit from a maintenance strategy, the PFS endpoint, by itself, does not accurately capture the relevant therapeutic effect. Endpoints that incorporate outcomes of subsequent lines of therapy (eg, PFS2) allow one to address the concern about the effect of maintenance on the effectiveness of subsequent lines of therapy. Moreover, because these endpoints provide a better (than PFS) quantification of long-term disease control they are likely to provide a better reflection of maintenance effect on OS. Use of these endpoints may require additional logistical considerations and resources associated with longer follow-up. Furthermore, defining these endpoints for patients who never receive subsequent therapy postprogression (after randomization) requires careful consideration. Two possible values in this case are: 1) time of first progression or 2) death-both may introduce bias. Therefore, if the number of these patients is nontrivial, then both approaches should be reported.
Maintenance strategies are focused on a prolonged postinduction administration of agents(s) with established activity in more advanced settings. Ideally, RCTs should be designed to provide a direct assessment of clinical benefit as measured by OS and QOL. When the therapeutic goal of a maintenance strategy is to prolong patient life, the RCT should be sized to detect a clinically meaningful improvement in OS, if such a study can be completed in a timely manner (eg, in the mCRC or metastatic ovarian cancer settings). In indolent disease settings, where timely completion of an OS-targeted study is not feasible, commentary endpoints incorporating outcomes of the subsequent lines of therapy could be considered to approximate the maintenance effect on OS. When the main therapeutic goal of maintenance is to improve QOL, then the RCT should be designed to provide direct evidence of the net gain in overall QOL from the maintenance strategy.
Finally, as the cost of cancer care has become one of the fastest growing components of US health care spending (55) , the implications of maintenance strategy for the sustainability of the public health system cannot be ignored. Therefore, it is important for maintenance RCTs to provide society with an objective estimate of the clinical benefit of maintenance so its cost-effectiveness can be accurately quantified. In particular, the use of endpoints other than OS and QOL should be justified.
Alternative Use of a PFS Endpoint
Phase II/III designs could provide an efficient approach for using an intermediate endpoint to decide adaptively whether to continue accrual to a phase III evaluation (56) . This approach can be used in the maintenance setting, where the phase II endpoint can be PFS (looking for activity) and the phase III endpoint can be OS (looking for definitive clinical benefit). For example, in advanced NSCLC, B-24 (57) evaluated cediranib using an induction/maintenance design. The study employed a phase II/III design that required a PFS hazard ratio of less than 0.77 in phase II to continue on to the phase III OS evaluation.
Conclusions
Unlike the regulatory setting, where the question is whether a new drug has enough activity to justify making it available to patients with a given disease, a maintenance question is typically focused on comparing an immediate treatment strategy with a delayed (treat at progression) strategy that often incorporates an active salvage agent. In this context, the relevant therapeutic question, whether a patient presenting with a given disease would derive maximum benefit by using the agent early (in maintenance) vs later at the time of progression, is not fully captured by a PFS endpoint. Therefore, in order to provide definitive evidence to inform clinical practice, RCTs evaluating maintenance should, if possible, use either OS as the endpoint or endpoints directly measuring QOL. In settings where this is not feasible, PFS2 (or similar endpoints that accurately reflect the long-term therapeutic effect for the clinical situation at hand) should be used. Furthermore, to accurately isolate the clinical impact of maintenance, RCT designs should incorporate appropriate first-line and second-line therapies and minimize between-arm differences in follow-up schedules.
